3-D Characterization of Vineyards Using a Novel UAV Imagery-Based OBIA Procedure for Precision Viticulture Applications
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Abstract: Precision viticulture has arisen in recent years as a new approach in grape production. It is based on assessing field spatial variability and implementing site-specific management strategies, which can require georeferenced information of the three dimensional (3D) grapevine canopy structure as one of the input data. The 3D structure of vineyard fields can be generated applying photogrammetric techniques to aerial images collected with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), although processing the large amount of crop data embedded in 3D models is currently a bottleneck of this technology. To solve this limitation, a novel and robust object-based image analysis (OBIA) procedure based on Digital Surface Model (DSM) was developed for 3D grapevine characterization. The significance of this work relies on the developed OBIA algorithm which is fully automatic and self-adaptive to different crop-field conditions, classifying grapevines, and row gap (missing vine plants), and computing vine dimensions without any user intervention. The results obtained in three testing fields on two different dates showed high accuracy in the classification of grapevine area and row gaps, as well as minor errors in the estimates of grapevine height. In addition, this algorithm computed the position, projected area, and volume of every grapevine in the field, which increases the potential of this UAV- and OBIA-based technology as a tool for site-specific crop management applications.
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1. Introduction

Vineyard yield and grape quality are variable and depend on several field and crop-related factors, so that studying the influence and spatial distribution of these factors allows grape growers to improve vineyard management according to quality and productivity parameters [1]. In this context, precision viticulture (PV) has arisen in recent years as a new approach in grape production, which is based on assessing intra- and inter- crop-field spatial variability and implementing site-specific crop management systems [2]. Its ultimate objective is to optimize crop production and profitability through a reduction in production inputs (e.g., pesticides, fertilizers, machinery, fuel, water, etc.) and, consequently, diminish potential damage to the environment due to the over-application of inputs [3,4].
To design site-specific management strategies, georeferenced information of the grapevine canopy structure and its variability at the field scale are required as input data, since plant architecture is one of the most important traits for the characterization and monitoring of fruit trees [5]. As an alternative to time-consuming on-ground methods traditionally used to collect crop data, remote sensing offers the possibility of a rapid assessment of large vineyard areas [6,7]. Within the PV context, aerial remote sensing in the optical domain offers a potential way to map crop structure, such as vegetation cover fraction, row orientation, or leaf area index. This information can be registered in a non-destructive way and can be later used in decision support tools [8]. Among the remote sensing platforms, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) stand out because of their unprecedented high spatial resolution and flexibility of flight scheduling, which are essential for the accurate and timely monitoring of the crop. To date, UAVs have been used for a wide range of purposes in PV, such as the assessment of water status [9], disease detection [10], vine canopy characterization [5,8,11,12], and the study of spatial variability in yield and berry composition [13]. The development of new techniques based on UAV imagery is therefore a required target for PV, since UAVs are rapidly replacing other platforms for vineyard monitoring [12].

In addition to the aforementioned advantages, UAVs are able to fly at low altitudes with high image overlap, which permits the generation of Digital Surface Models (DSMs) using photo-reconstruction techniques or artificial vision [14–17]. The UAV-based DSMs have recently been used in agricultural applications, for example to discriminate weeds in herbaceous crops at early stage [18,19]; to calculate tree area, height, and crown volume in olive orchards and to quantify the impact of different pruning treatments [20,21]; to isolate vine pixel as intermediate stage and to assess biomass volume [22]. Processing the large amount of detailed crop data embedded in UAV images and DSMs requires the implementation of robust and automatic image analysis procedures. In the last few years, object-based image analysis (OBIA) techniques have reached high levels of automation and adaptability to ultra-high spatial resolution images and provide better solutions to the problem of pixel heterogeneity in comparison with conventional pixel-based methods [23]. The elemental analysis unit of OBIA is the “object”, which groups adjacent pixels with homogenous spectral values. Then, OBIA combines the spectral, topological, and contextual information of these objects to address complicated classification issues. Successful examples of OBIA applications include agricultural [24–28], grassland [29,30], and forest scenarios [31–33]. Therefore, the combination of UAV-based DSM and OBIA enables to tackle the significant challenge of automating image analysis [19], which represents a relevant advance in agronomy science.

In this investigation, a novel OBIA procedure was developed to characterize the 3D structure of the grapevines without any user intervention. The 3D information was generated by combining aerial images collected with a low-cost camera attached to an UAV and photo-reconstructed digital surface models (DSMs). Specific objectives included: (1) automatic classification of grapevines and row gaps (missing vine plants) without user intervention, overcoming the problem of spectral similarity with inter-row vegetation (cover-crop or weeds) and (2) automatic estimation of individual grapevines position (geographic coordinates) and dimensions (projected area, height, and volume). In addition, the potential applications of the outputs obtained with this methodology were discussed, including agronomical studies as well as for designing site-specific management strategies in the context of precision viticulture.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Fields and UAV Flights

The experiment was carried out in three different commercial vineyards located in the province of Lleida, Northeastern Spain (Table 1). The private company Raimat owner of the fields authorized this investigation and the UAV flights with an agreement in written. Vines were drip-irrigated and trellis-trained in all the vineyards, with the rows separated by 3 m and vine spacing of 2 m,
and inter-row cover crops (Figure 1a), which has been reported in previous studies as a complex scenario due to the spectral similarity between vines and green cover crops [9,12]. Vines management was mainly focused on wine production. The rows were north-south generally oriented for field A and B, and northwest-southeast for field C.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the studied fields. Coordinates are in the WGS84, UTM zone 31N reference system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Grape Variety</th>
<th>Studied Area (m²)</th>
<th>Central Coordinates (X, Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Merlot</td>
<td>4925</td>
<td>291,009 E; 4,613,392 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Albariño</td>
<td>4415</td>
<td>291,303 E; 4,614,055 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Chardonnay</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>290,910 E; 4,616,282 N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remote images were acquired with a low-cost RGB (R: red; G: green; B: blue) commercial off-the-shelf camera, model Olympus PEN E-PM1 (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) mounted in a quadcopter model MD4-1000 (microdrones GmbH, Siegen, Germany) (Figure 1b). Technical specifications of the sensor are given in Table 2. The UAV can fly either manually by radio control (1000 m control range) or autonomously, with the aid of its Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver and its waypoint navigation system. The UAV is battery powered and can load any sensor weighing up to 1.25 kg.

Table 2. Technical specifications of the imaging sensor on board the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Size (mm)</th>
<th>Pixel Size (mm)</th>
<th>Sensor Resolution (pixels)</th>
<th>Focal Length (mm)</th>
<th>Radiometric Resolution (bit)</th>
<th>Image Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17.3 × 13.0</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>4032 × 3024</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Images of the studied fields at different growth stages: (a) inter-row cover crop growing in Field C in July; (b) the UAV flying over Field B; and (c,d) comparison between the field situations (green cover crops, vines, and bare soil) between July and September in Field B.

Two flights were performed in each field, the first one on 29 July 2015 and the second one on 16 September 2015, depicting two different crop stages. In late July, the grapevine canopy was fully developed, with most of berries beginning to touch or touching, corresponding to 77 and 79 growth
stage of the BBCH (Biologische Bundesantalt, Bundessortenamt, and Chemische Industrie) scale [34] (Figure 1c); while in September, the grapes had been machine-harvested (being at 91 growth stage of the BBCH scale), and consequently, the grapevine canopy was less dense (Figure 1d).

This approach, consisting of three fields at two crop stages, made it possible to analyze a wide range of situations to ensure the robustness of the OBIA procedure. The flights were performed at 30 m flight altitude, with a resulting spatial resolution of 1 cm pixel size and a ground image dimension of 37 × 28 m. The UAV route was programmed to take images continuously at 1-second intervals, thus resulting in a 93% of forward lap, and to produce a side lap of 60%. These overlaps were high enough to achieve the 3D reconstruction of woody crops according to previous investigations [20]. The flight operations fulfilled the list of requirements established by the Spanish National Agency of Aerial Security, including the pilot license, safety regulations, and limited flight distance [35].

2.2. DSM and Orthomosaic Generation

The DSM with height information and orthomosaic were generated using the Agisoft PhotoScan Professional Edition software (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia) version 1.2.4 build 1874. The mosaicking process was fully automatic, with the exception of the manual localization of 5 ground control points in the corners and in the center of each field with a Trimble GeoXH 2008 Series (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) to georeference the DSM and orthomosaic. The whole automatic process involved three principal stages: (1) aligning images; (2) building field geometry; and (3) ortho-photo generation. First, the camera position for each image and common points in the images were located and matched, which facilitated the refinement of camera calibration parameters. Next, the software searched for more common points in the images to create a dense 3D point cloud (Figure 2) that was used as basis to generate the DSM, which was saved in greyscale tiff format. Finally, the individual images were projected over the DSM, and the orthomosaic was generated (Figure 3). The methodology to build these accurate geomatic products has been validated in previous research [20,36]. The orthomosaics were only employed for validation purposes. More details about the Photoscan functioning are given in [37], and information about the processing parameters of the software are shown in Table 3. Radiometric corrections were not applied to the images as the proposed algorithm uses only DSM values, with independence of the spectral information of the images, which reduces time and optimizes the procedure.

![Figure 2](image_url). A partial view of the 3-D Point Cloud for the vineyard field A in July, which was produced by the photogrammetric processing of the remote images taken with the UAV.
Table 3. Processing parameters selected for Digital Surface Model (DSM) and orthomosaic generation procedure by Agisoft Photoscan software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference Setting</th>
<th>Control Parameter</th>
<th>Selected Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alignment parameters</td>
<td>Accuracy pair preselection</td>
<td>High Disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense point cloud</td>
<td>Quality depth filtering</td>
<td>High Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Coordinate system source data</td>
<td>WGS84/UTM zone 31 N Dense cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthomosaic</td>
<td>Blending mode</td>
<td>Mosaic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. OBIA Algorithm

The OBIA algorithm for the detection and characterization of grapevines was developed using Cognition Network programming language with the eCognition Developer 9 software (Trimble GeoSpatial, Munich, Germany). The algorithm is fully automatic, it therefore requires no user intervention, and also has the benefit of self-adapting to the different crop-field conditions, such as row-orientation, row and vine spacing, field slope, inter-row cover crops or grapevine dimensions.

The algorithm consisted of a sequence of phases (Figure 3), using only the DSM image as input, which are described as follows:

1. Vine classification: A chessboard segmentation algorithm was used to segment the DSM in square objects of 0.5 m side size (Figure 3). The grid size was based on the common vine row width for trellis system that is around 0.7 m. Most of the objects that covered vine regions also included pixels of bare soil, making the DSM standard deviation (SD$_{DSM}$) within those objects very large. Thus, the objects with a SD$_{DSM}$ greater than 0.15 m were classified as “vine candidates”. The 0.15 SD$_{DSM}$ value was selected to be well suited for vine detection based on previous studies. The remaining objects were pre-classified as bare soil (Figure 3).

The square objects that covered only vine regions had a low SD$_{DSM}$. To correctly classify them as “vine candidates”, the fact that they were surrounded by “vine candidates” was taken into account and implemented in the OBIA algorithm.

Each individual “vine candidates” was automatically analyzed at the pixel level to refine the vine classification. Firstly, the “vine candidates” objects were segmented at the pixel size objects by using the chessboard segmentation process. Next, the algorithm classified every pixel as vineyard or bare soil by comparing their DSM value with that of the surrounding bare soil square (Figure 3). The 0.8 m value was used as suited threshold to accurately classify actual vine objects, based on previous studies, which also avoided misclassification of cover green as vine.

The individual analysis of each “vine candidate” showed to be very suitable for vine classification, as only the surrounding soil altitude was taken into account for the discrimination, which could prevent errors due to field slope if the average soil altitude is considered instead. Moreover, using chessboard segmentation instead of any other segmentation option, such as multi-resolution algorithm, decreases the computational time of the full process, because segmentation is by far the slowest task of the full OBIA procedure [21]. Thus, this configuration consisting of selecting DMS band as the reference for the segmentation instead of the spectral information, and the chessboard segmentation produced a notable increase in the processing speed without penalizing the segmentation accuracy [21].

2. Gap detection in vine rows: Once the vines were classified, the gaps into the rows were detected by following four steps: (1) estimation of row orientation; (2) image gridding based on strips following the row orientation; (3) strip classification; and (4) detection of gaps. Firstly, a new level was created above the previous one to calculate the main orientation of the vines and then
to generate a mesh of strips of 0.5 width size with the same orientation as the vine row. Then, a looping process was performed until all the strips were analyzed: the strip in the upper level with the higher percentage of vine objects in the lower one, as well as its neighbors strips, were classified as “vine row”; and continuously, the adjacent strips were classified as “no row” to simplify the process.

Finally, the strips classified as “vine row” in the upper level were segmented into 0.5 m length segments and compared to the lower level for gap detection, so that these segments were recognized as “gap” if no vine objects were placed in the lower level.

3. Computing the vine geometric features: once the gaps into the row were identified, the vine rows were divided into 2 m length objects, which corresponded to each vine based on vine spacing. This parameter is user configurable to adapt the algorithm to different vine spacing. Before vine geometric feature calculation, the height of every pixel was individually obtained by comparing its DSM value (pixel height) to the average DSM value of the surrounding bare soil area. Then, the algorithm automatically calculated the geometric features (width, length and projected area, height and volume) of each vine, as follow: the highest height value of the pixels that composed the vine was selected as the vine height; and the volume was calculated by adding up the volumes (by multiplying the pixel areas and heights) of all the pixels corresponding to the vine. Finally, the geometric features of each vine, as well the identification and location, were automatically exported as vector (e.g., shapefile format) and table (e.g., Excel or ASCII format) files.

Figure 3. Flowchart and graphical examples of the Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) procedure outputs for automatic vine characterization.
2.4. Validation

The validation of the vine classification and height estimation was carried out on the basis of a grid over the study fields, where 20 validation points were distributed and georeferenced during the flights in each field and year (Figure 4a,b).

2.4.1. Grapevine Classification and Gap Detection

A $2 \times 2$ m validation square was designed in every validation point, previously described, with the same orientation as the vine rows using ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) shapefiles to evaluate the performance of the grapevine classification. The very high spatial resolution of the orthomosicked made possible to visually identify and manually classify the vine plants and soil in every designed square.

A confusion matrix was created to quantify the accuracy of the method by comparing the manual classification with the output of the automatic classification algorithm. The confusion matrix provided the overall accuracy (OA) of the classification (Equation (1)), which indicates the percentage of correctly classified area, and thus, the overall success of classification; and the Cohen’s Kappa index ($K_c$) (Equation (2)) that takes into account the possibility of the agreement occurring by chance. Information about the confusion matrix is shown in Table 4.

$$\text{Overall Accuracy OA} = \frac{\%V}{\%V + \%NV_{NV}} \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Kappa } K_c = \frac{p_o - p_c}{1 - p_c} \quad (2)$$

where: $p_c$ is the Proportion of chance agreement, $p_c = \frac{T_{C1}}{100} \times \frac{T_{R1}}{100} + \frac{T_{C2}}{100} \times \frac{T_{R2}}{100}$ and $p_o$ is the actual proportion of agreement, $p_o = \frac{\%V + \%NV_{NV}}{100}$.

Table 4. Error matrix schema for validation of vineyard classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classified Data</th>
<th>Vineyard</th>
<th>No Vineyard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual classification</td>
<td>%V</td>
<td>%NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineyard No vineyard</td>
<td>$%V$</td>
<td>$%NV$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where: $\%V$: percentage of data correctly classified as vineyard; $\%NV$: percentage of data corresponding to vineyard wrongly classified as No vineyard; $\%NV_{NV}$: percentage of data wrongly classified as vineyard; $\%NV_{NV}$: percentage of data correctly classified as No vineyard; $T_{R1}$, $T_{R2}$, $T_{C1}$, and $T_{C2}$ are the totals of row 1, row 2, column 1, and column 2, respectively.

For the validation of the gap detection, manual digitalization and length measurement of gaps were carried out in the orthomosaic. Thus, the on-ground gaps (real gap) were compared to the image OBIA process output, and the accuracy was measured by calculating true positive defined as real gaps correctly classified as gap; false positive refers to real vines wrongly classified as gaps; and false negative refers to real gaps wrongly classified as vines.

2.4.2. Grapevine Height

For height quantification, 40 true height data resulting of measuring on both sides of every validation point were taken in every field and date (Figure 4a,b). Each true data corresponding to grapevine height was photographed with the branch of the vine in front and the ruler included (Figure 4c). Then, the measured vine heights were compared to the height estimated by the OBIA algorithm. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) derived from a linear regression model and the root mean square error (RMSE) of this comparison were calculated using JMP software (SAS, Cary, NC, USA).
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Vine Classification

The classification statistics obtained in the confusion matrix (OA and Kc) for every field and year are shown in Table 5. Overall Accuracy assessments varied slightly according to the location and year, providing OA values higher than 93.6% in all classifications, e.g., 95.5% in field A-July, and 96.0% and 96.1 in field B and field C in September, respectively. Therefore, OA values much greater than 85%—the minimum accepted value according to [38]—were recorded at all six cases analyzed, which indicated that the algorithm was able to accurately classify vines at different growth stages. An example of a validation frame is shown in Figure 5.

Regarding Kappa coefficient, values over 0.8 were achieved in most of the studied cases (e.g., 0.9 in field A-July and field B-September, and 0.8 in field C-July), which strongly indicates that these classifications are unlikely to have been obtained by chance alone [39]. Although the classification of
field C-September did not achieve that high accurate value, the obtained kappa result of 0.7 pointed out a substantial classification agreement according to [39]. The lower Kappa results obtained in Field C could be due to irregular growth of vines, with many thin branches containing few leaves, which made the 3D canopy modelling more difficult. In fact, the low yield and irregular growth obtained last years in field C led the owner to uproot the entire field in winter 2015. Therefore, this fact highlights how crucial the accurate definition of DSM is for this procedure. Alternatively, the high accuracy obtained in this field based on OA contrasted with those lower Kappa values, and might be related to the fact that the Kappa statistic is more sensible to unbalanced classes, as the soil covered a greater portion of image than vines in this field.

Table 5. Classification statistics (Overall accuracy and Kappa index) obtained in confusion matrix at every location and date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous investigations have attempted to isolate vines using a spectral approach, for example Baluja et al. [9] used thresholding techniques to an inverse NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) compute image to extract pure vine pixel. However, they detected problems with the inclusion of soil information or large loss of information, since determining the optimal threshold involved a compromise between retaining non-vine NDVI values and losing vine NDVI values. Similarly, Smit et al. [40] reported that achieving the optimal balance was a very difficult and inaccurate task and, consequently, thresholding on its own was not suitable for vine row classification. Comparatively, our results proved that less than 6.5% of soil was misclassified as vine (data not shown) using the DSM-based OBIA algorithm developed in this paper. Moreover, using those thresholding techniques for vine classification might generate inconsistent results due to shadows and inter-row cover crops. Puletti et al. [41] used the Red channel for identification of grapevine rows achieving acceptable accuracy values (lower than 87% of OA), however the inter-row spaces were not vegetation-covered. Therefore, the use of DSM in the vine classification is shown to be as a more accurate and efficient alternative to spectral approach, especially in the challenging spectral similarity scenario due to cover crops growing in the inter-rows.

In addition to the above, the OBIA algorithm developed was fully automatic compared to other approaches for vine classification that needed a manual touch-up to remove non-vine objects [29]; previous training of the classifier [10,12]; or manual delineation of vines [42]. Although some of these approaches achieved high level of accuracy, not much greater than that obtained in our work, they required user intervention and/or carried out the experiments in vineyard without cover crops growing in the inter-rows. In this way, the DSM-OBIA method offered a significant improvement compared to conventional classifiers, since it does not require any user intervention that makes the classification process time-efficient, reliable, and more accurate, removing errors from a subjective manual process [19].

3.2. Vine Gap Detection

Table 6 shows the classification results of gap detection obtained from the DSM-OBIA algorithm. The correct classification percentage (true positive) for each field and growth stage analyses was 100% except for field A-September, where the accuracy achieved was 96.8%. False negative that indicated wrongly classified gaps as vines only occurred in field A-September with a value of 3.2%,
which proved the efficiency of the OBIA algorithm. Moreover, rates lower than 6% of vines were misclassified as gaps in fields A and B for both dates, and field C in July. However, higher rates of false positives were detected in field C-September due to the lower accuracy of vine 3D reconstruction, as explained in the previous section, which was even more prominent in September because of the harvest machinery activity.

This kind of information can be used for vineyard management, e.g., to target areas that need more specific attention [43]. Thus, false negatives might be more risky than false positives, as a problem that causes missing vine plants would be not detected. Delenne et al. [43] used images acquired from a manned ultra-light aircraft for vineyard delineation by using spectral approach, and they concluded that non-detection of missing vine plants could be due the spectral similarity of the grass under the row. According to our findings, the use of accurate DSM in the algorithm is crucial for gap detection, which was feasible using high UAV-imagery overlap and photogrammetric techniques.

Table 6. Results of the gap detection in vine rows. Percentages were calculated over the total length of gaps in the field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>True Positive (%)</th>
<th>False Positive (%)</th>
<th>False Negative (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>September</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Vine Height Quantification

Accuracy and graphical comparisons between the manually acquired and DSM-OBIA estimated vine heights for all fields and years are shown in Figure 6. The OBIA algorithm accurately estimated the plant height from the DSM of the vineyards achieving a very high correlation ($R^2 = 0.78$). A low RMSE of 0.19 was reported for this comparison, similar magnitude to that obtained in the detection of olive height using a visible-light camera attached to an UAV [20]. Moreover, most of the points were close to the 1:1 line with the points evenly scattered on either side of the line, which indicated an excellent fit of OBIA-estimated and measured height.

![Figure 6. Graphic comparing DSM-OBIA estimated and vine height for all data corresponding to the three fields and both dates (July and September). The root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient ($R^2$) derived from the regression fit are included ($p < 0.0001$). The solid line is the fitted linear function and the pink dashed line represents the 1:1 line.](image-url)
Analyzing the data by field and date (Figure 7), a better fit was obtained for each case reaching lower RMSE values for each one (<0.16), with the exception of field B-July, with independence of the growth stages, which demonstrated algorithm robustness. In a previous investigation, Burgos et al. [44] obtained similar results using image-based UAV technology for vine height detection, although an exhaustive validation was not carried out because of the lack of individual vine height, using average height of polygons instead, so this methodology remained non-validated at the individual vine level. In addition, [44] performed a flight plan with higher cost in time, consisting of perpendicular directions, which implies reducing the area analyzed due to the limited UAV autonomy; and generated a digital terrain model as well, thus increasing the computational time. Furthermore, Matese et al. [22] reported quite a discordance (0.50 m) between actual height and estimated height vines from UAV-based crop surface models due to the low resolution sensor used (1.3 MP), which caused a smoothing effect in the DSM generation. Accordingly, this issue could be solved employing higher spatial resolution images.

Figure 7. DSM-OBIA detected height vs. measured vine height divided by field and date. The root mean square error (RMSE) derived from the regression fit are included ($p < 0.0001$). The solid line is the fitted linear function and the pink dashed lines represent the 1:1 line.

The lower accuracy observed for gap detection in field C-September contrasted with the accurate vine height detection (Table 6 and Figure 7, respectively). Despite limitations in the bottom of the vine canopy 3D reconstruction due to the weak canopy with sparse leaves, the top of them were correctly identified so that the OBIA algorithm was able to accurately detect the height of every vine. Consequently, the vine height detection is even effective when the 3D reconstruction of the bottom of the canopy is not very precise.

Based on our finding, the use of a DSM in the OBIA algorithm enabled the efficient assessment of vine height, and the development of DSM was feasible due to the high overlap and spatial resolution of UAV-imagery. To the best of our knowledge, OBIA-based technology has not yet been applied to automatically estimate vine height, and subsequently, to validate the procedure using individual ground truth data. In this context, some authors have estimated vine height by using photogrammetric point clouds from UAV imagery, such as Weiss and Baret [8] and Ballesteros et al. [5]. However manual intervention was needed in both approaches, which would make the process less time-efficient and less accurate due to errors from a subjective manual process [19]. Moreover, they pointed out that no exhaustive validation was carried out, which was a pending challenge. Therefore, the experiments carried out in this paper overcame both limitations of manual intervention and precise validation.

The DSM-OBIA process hence developed is useful for trellis system, one of the most widely used training systems around the word. However more training systems are routinely employed in vineyard fields depending on the production objective (wine quality, yield), the cost of the system,
climate, topography, vine vigor, vine variety, and mechanization requirements, among others. Thereby, the OBIA algorithm could be adapted to those training system characteristics. In addition, this approach was based on the DSM, which allowed for isolation of the vine from the bare soil and cover crops, which is considered a major issue in vineyard characterization [8]. Cover crops are a common practice widely used in vineyard as a management tool to maintain the optimal vine growth and fruit development, as well as controlling the excess grapevine shoot vigor. For these purposes, cover crops are kept at low height. Although it hardly ever occurs, the cover crops could achieve a higher altitude than the vines, making it difficult to isolate the vine. Accordingly, it could be solved by adding the orthomosaic to the OBIA algorithm, and thus combining textural, spectral, topological, or contextual information to separate vine and cover crops.

3.4. Potential Algorithm Result Applications

The technological combination of UAV imagery and the DSM-OBIA algorithm herein developed enables the rapid and accurate vineyard characterization by identifying, isolating, and extracting geometric features of every vine at several growth stages. This accurate methodology has multiple implications for PV purposes, for example, it could be used to automatically mask soil and cover crops pixels and extract information of every vine from multispectral imagery for disease detection [10]; or thermal imagery for assessment the vineyard water status [45], as requested by [9, 46].

Vine volume could be efficiently estimated from the accurate area classification and vine height detection, by multiplying the height and area of every pixel that compose the vine canopy. This approach would leave those few leaves below the basal level of the vineyard canopy without computing, since they are difficult to identify. Alternatively, on-the-go soil sensing systems, as a terrestrial laser scanner, have shown potential to estimate vine volume for precision applications, as spraying application [47]. However, these systems are slower than UAV technology and enable one to only take one vineyard side information. Therefore, a combination of mobile terrestrial sensors and OBIA-UAV technology could be conducted in further research to evaluate the performance of both approaches in vine volume quantification.

The algorithm output can be automatically exported both as table files (Table 7) and vector files, i.e., geo-referenced maps with the locations and dimensions of every vine (Figure 8), thus showing the spatial variability of the vineyard, a crucial key for precision viticulture [1]. These geo-referenced maps with the dimensions of every vine could be useful to identify less vigor or size areas that require special attention, as well as being the basis for designing a site-specific management program [10, 48]. For example, Figure 8 showed that vines in field C had much lower volume than fields A and B, which was indicative of the low vigor that led growers to uproot the field.

**Table 7.** A sample of the output data file delivered by the OBIA algorithm for vine of field A-September.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Center</th>
<th>Y Center</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Width (m)</th>
<th>Area (m²)</th>
<th>Vine Max Height (m)</th>
<th>Vine Mean Height (m)</th>
<th>Vine Volume (m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>290,909.63</td>
<td>4,615,191.17</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,909.85</td>
<td>4,615,192.23</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,910.55</td>
<td>4,615,194.39</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,918.60</td>
<td>4,615,225.30</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,919.09</td>
<td>4,615,227.23</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,919.60</td>
<td>4,615,229.19</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290,920.12</td>
<td>4,615,231.14</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This technology has been proven at two growth stages, and its use in a multi-temporal approach could open new opportunities to monitor vine status and progress at the field scale, as an efficient and accurate alternative to the arduous and inconsistent manual measurements on the ground. For example, Figure 9 shows the distribution of height, area, and volume of a vine row at the two dates studied (July and September) that corresponded to different growth stages. Segment length is a user-configurable parameter for the algorithm output, and for this example 0.10 m was selected to catch in detail the impact of the harvesting machinery. Specifically, this Figure showed that vine area decreased from July to September in a higher range, around 40%, than that of the other geometric characteristics, which could be directly due to the harvest, as the machinery activity causes the berries to fall off the stem, as well as leaves and other debris that may have fallen from the vines along with the fruit. The height parameter showed a slight decrease of around 6%, since the machinery affects the upper part of the vines much less. As the volume is calculated directly from the area and height of the vine, it decreased in an intermediate range of 30%. Canopy monitoring throughout the growing cycle could help growers with multiple purposes, such as identifying biotic stress, irrigation deficit or nutrient status. In addition, this approach would help to address the goal of improving prediction models that connect the vine geometric characteristics with the vineyard yield, which is a complex issue that depends on a large number of factors [21].
4. Conclusions

A robust and fully automatic OBIA algorithm was developed for the 3D characterization of the vineyard fields, including vine classification, height estimation, and gap detection, from UAV-imagery. Using photogrammetric-based DSM as input in the algorithm, the misclassification due to spectral similarity between vines and green-cover growing in the inter-rows was avoided. The DSM-OBIA model was tested in three commercial vineyards at two different growth stages using images acquired with a low-cost camera onboard an UAV. The algorithm accurately detected the area and height of the vines, and the existence of gaps. Moreover, the developed OBIA algorithm is self-adaptive to different crop-field conditions, as row orientation, row and vine spacing, field slope, inter-row cover crops, or grapevine dimensions. This fully automatic process, without previous training or user intervention, is an important asset that makes this procedure time-efficient, reliable and more accurate, removing the potential errors inherent to a manual process.

In addition, the algorithm output can be exported as geo-referenced maps with the locations and dimensions of every vine, thus showing the spatial variability of the vineyard, a crucial key for precision management. Volume of the vine canopy can be estimated from the area and height of vines, which could be considered another potentiality of this methodology. Thereby, the procedure developed, based on ultra-high-spatial resolution DSMs and the OBIA algorithm, has shown to be a valuable tool for the accurate characterization of the vines that has important implications for the adoption of Precision Viticulture. Thus, for instance, it could help growers to identify less vigor or size areas that require special attention, monitor the vine growth, determine the proper moment to harvest, or to evaluate the effect different trimming treatments in the grapevine canopy structure.
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